
Build your business on better data
Replacing Data.com with Clearbit for Salesforce

Clearbit enriches your entire database with complete contact and company 

data, all within the tools you already know and love. Installation takes less 

than 5 minutes.

Clearbit



Instantly enrich records

Give your sales team rich profiles right in Salesforce so 

your reps can spend their time connecting with more 

target prospects every day. 

Clearbit enriches a new record as soon as it is created, with 

full firmographic and demographic data. No more copying 

and pasting information from LinkedIn, researching on 

Google, or cleaning up data. Your sales reps can focus on 

selling.

“
”

Clearbit was a hole-in-one for us. We wanted a nice add-on solution 

for enriching leads that were going to salesforce. Clearbit delivered 

that, and more, with no BS.

Brian Sparker  Marketing Manger, Review Trackers
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Internet Software & Services 
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San Francisco
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Advanced Lead Scoring

Reliable data powers a good lead scoring model. When 

inbound leads only contain email addresses and names, 

scoring is often ineffective — leaving reps to manually 

qualify leads and have less time to connect with them.

Create or improve your lead scoring framework with 

accurate, complete data. Enrichment will backfill existing 

leads, automatically append data to new leads, and write 

to custom objects in Salesforce so the right data gets 

pushed to your records quickly. 

Run additional analysis with your new Clearbit data to 

determine what fields matter the most, and get your sales 

reps the hottest leads first.

“
”

With the Clearbit integration, all of our leads are automatically 

enriched, assigned and ready to call.  It’s great.

Taylor Oliver  Director of Sales, Flexport



Identify target accounts and find the right contacts with 

Clearbit Prospector. Your SDR team or your Sales Ops team 

can build company lists based on advanced attributes like 

employee count, location, industry or even technology stack. 

Once you have a target list, you can de-dupe and add them as 

Leads or Contacts in Salesforce in just 2 clicks.

Intercom reps use Prospector to discover and connect with the 

right people at the right companies. They save hours of 

research for new outbound campaigns while driving more 

sales in a shorter period of time.

Build your pipeline



Extensive Personalization

Personalizing your sales campaigns can increase 

engagement levels and bookings, but a lack of data limits 

your efforts. Clearbit will enrich your Salesforce records 

with 85 data points, giving your reps everything from 

technology stacks to social media bios, so they can craft 

highly customized emails with ease. 

Enrichment is natively integrated into Salesforce, so you 

have all the information at your fingertips and can update it 

in a flash. 

Compose New Message

To: decisionmaker@prospect.com

First Name

influencer@prospect.com evaluator@prospect.comCc:

Helping

Hi 

Prospect App

Custom Ask

Languageis only in Locationand

We’d love to share some ideas for 

Your Name

Offer Type

{{Company Name}} {{Verb}} {{Operator}}

From/To

Variation/Titles

Authority

Dynamic CC

Ask

Open Ended

Firm

Goal Oriented

Subject

Specific & Authentic

Neutral or Better Specificity

Action Oriented + Helpful

Opening Hook

Full Name

Technologies

External Signals

Location



No More Stale Data

Stale data leads to bounced emails, inaccurate profiles, 

and less effective sales campaigns. Clearbit automatically 

refreshes your entire database every month, so you can 

rely on up-to-date information — without having to use an 

extra product like Data.com Clean.

You'll never need to manually clean your Salesforce lead, 

contact, or account records again. Clearbit notices changes 

in data and gives you a heads up on title changes or warns 

you when a champion is changing companies. You stay up-

to-date on important stakeholders on deals and accounts.



Replace Data.com Connect 
with Clearbit Enrichment
Clearbit Enrichment fills in lead and account data, 

including contact information and beyond. Enrichment 

data includes over 85 company and person attributes, like 

company sector, employee size, estimated company 

revenue, job title and role.

Clearbit Enrichment integrates seamlessly with Salesforce, 

so that you get complete data where you need it to fuel 

actionable account segmentation, smart lead qualification 

and lead routing, productive sales conversations, and gain 

useful insights without requiring time-wasting, manual 

research and data entry.



Replace Data.com Prospector 
with Clearbit Prospector
Clearbit Prospector provides access to over 200 million 

contacts at 20 million companies.  Find high-quality 

contacts for your pipeline by generating highly-targeted 

account and lead lists right in Salesforce.

Use our advanced search filters — including by company  

location, company size, industry tags, and even tech stack.  

Then you can dedupe accounts, choose to create lead or 

contact records in Salesforce, or export a CSV contact file. 

Clearbit's strict quality assurance process means your 

prospecting data is accurate and up-to-date—translating 

into an email delivery rate of 94%.



Next steps:

Clearbit

Learn more Contact Us

Get in touch to talk about your Data.com 
migration plan

https://clearbit.com/alternatives/data-com-vs-clearbit
mailto:sales@clearbit.com

